Membership Structure of the World Dance Organisation
Competitors

A competitor is a
person who has
registered to
compete in WDO
events.
-Competitors must
hold a WDO
License to compete
in all WDO Events.
-WDO Welcome:
Juveniles, Juniors,
Youth, Amateurs,
Professionals,
Seniors,
Amateur/
Professional,
Student/Teacher
Competitors.

Adjudicators

An Adjudicator is a
person who has met the
criteria and obtained a
WDO Adjudicators
License.
-Adjudicators must be
registered with the WDO
to adjudicate WDO events.
-Adjudicators can be
Voting or Non Voting.

Non
Voting

-Non Voting
adjudicators can
register directly
with the WDO or
through their
National
Organisation if
there is one.

Voting

Organisers

An Organiser is an
individual (solitary)
or legal entity who
organises competitive
dance events.
-Organisers
membership allows
the possibility of a
World Title/s and
Ranking
Competition/s
Application/s.

1 VOTE

A National
organisation is a legal
entity that has been
registered within a
Country.
The National Organisation
must be approved as such
by the Directors or relevant
Committee of the WDO.
-N/O have voting rights.

-Organisers are
entitled to a Vote.

-N/O can register
Competitors, Non Voting
Adjudicators and Basic
Members.
-N/O can receive
remuneration for these
registrations.
-N/O may register as
Organisers to apply for
World Titles and Ranking
Events.

Collectively
1 VOTE

Collectively 1 VOTE
Per Country

Voting
Adjudicators
must register
with the WDO
directly.

Collectively

National
Organisations

Affiliate
Members

An Affiliate
Member is an
International
Dance
Organisation
whose objects are
the same or
substantially
similar to those
of the WDO and
whose activities
are not in conflict
with those of the
Company.
-Affiliate
Members are
Non Voting.

Supporters

A Supporter is
anyone
wishing to
support the
WDO and its
interests in
being a non
profit
organisation.
-Supporters
are Non
Voting.

Basic
Members

A Basic
Member is a
person who is
registered
with the
WDO without
any rights that
other
categories of
membership
may provide.
-Basic
Members are
Non Voting.

